
Designing and Drawing 
a Flowchart Using 

Sequence
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What is a sequence?
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•A sequence is:

▪ The order in which we carry out the steps 

to solve a problem.

•Steps in a sequence are executed one 

after the other from the first to the last.



Three Stages in a Computing Task
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Most problems solved using a computer have three 

stages:

1.Input
▪ Get the data needed to solve the problem.

2. Process
▪ Instructions about what to do with the data. 

3. Output
▪ Display the results of  the processing.



Order of  Operations in a Sequence
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Using sequence to solve a problem implies 

carrying out operations in the following order: 

Input → Process → Output



Sequence of  Instructions Example 1

Problem: Find the sum of  two numbers:

▪ Get the first number.

▪ Get the second number.

▪ Add first number to second number                        

to get the sum of  the two numbers.

▪ Display the sum of  two numbers.
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Input

Process

Output



Recall Flowchart Symbols

DECISION symbols are not used in sequence flowcharts.
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START / END Indicates where the flowchart starts or ends.

INPUT / OUTPUT
INPUT is the point at which data is received.
OUTPUT is the point at which results are shown.

PROCESS Indicates some form of data manipulation.

FLOWLINE Indicates the next instruction to execute

Symbol Name Function

DECISION Indicates a place where we have to make a choice 



Problem 1: Sum of  2 numbers
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Instructions to solve the problem

1. Get the first number.

2. Get the second  number.

3. Add first number to second number

to get sum of  the two numbers.

4. Display the sum.



Converting Instructions to Flowchart 
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End

Start

Input first number

Input second number

sum = first number + second number

Output sum

Instructions Flowchart

Get the first number.

Get the second  number.

Add first number to second number             

to get sum of  numbers.

Display the sum



Modifying a Sequence flowchart
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End

Input first number.

Input second number.

Output sum

sum = first number + second number

Modify the flowchart so that it 

will now accept three numbers 

and output their sum and 

average.

Remember:

The new instructions must not 

disturb the sequence:          
Input  → Process → Output

We have seen a flowchart that accepts two numbers and 
outputs their sum.

Start



sum = first number + second number + third number

Modifying a flowchart
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End

Start

Input first number

Input second number

Output average

Input third number

Output sum

average = sum / 3

End

Start

Input first number

Input second number

Output sum

sum = first number + second number



Sequence of  Instructions Example 2
Problem: Find the area and perimeter of  a rectangle:

▪ Data needed to solve the problem.
oLength

oWidth

▪ Calculations to be carried out.

oCalculate area

oCalculate perimeter

▪ Results to be displayed.

oArea

oPerimeter
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Input

Process

Output



Flowchart: Find the area and perimeter of  a rectangle

▪ Input Stage
• Get length

• Get width

▪ Process Stage
• Calculate area

• Calculate perimeter

▪ Output Stage
• Display area

• Display perimeter
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End

Start

Input width

Input length

area = length x width

Output area

perimeter = length + length + width + width

Output perimeter



Quick Test 1

A sequence of  instructions is 

carried out ______________ .
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C. starting from the last

A. in any order

B. one after the other



Quick Test 1 - Answer

A sequence of  instructions is 

carried out ______________ .
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B. one after the other



Quick Test 2

During the first stage of  a computing task, 

data is  ___________________.
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C. displayed

B. manipulated

A. input



Quick Test 2 - Answer

During the first stage of  a computing task, 

data is  ___________________.
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A. input



Quick Test 3

The last stage of  a computing task, is the  

___________________ stage.
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B. process

A. calculation

C. output



Quick Test 3 - Answer

The last stage of  a computing task, is the  

___________________ stage.
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C. output



Quick Test 4

When modifying a sequence flowchart the 

Input, Process and Output order can be 
changed.
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TRUE FALSE



Quick Test 4 - Answer

When modifying a sequence flowchart the 

Input, Process and Output order can be 
changed.
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FALSE

A sequence flowchart must ALWAYS has Input as the first stage 

followed by the Process stage and finally the Output stage



Quick Test 5

Decision symbols are NOT used in sequence 

flowcharts.
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TRUE FALSE



Quick Test 5 - Answer

Decision symbols are NOT used in sequence 

flowcharts.
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TRUE

Instructions in a symbols are executed one after the other.

A Decision symbol is not used because it will break the sequence.



Quick Test 6
A worker’s salary is obtained by multiplying the number of  days worked by 

the daily pay rate. A flowchart is used to solve this problem.
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The instructions used by the flowchart are given below in the incorrect order.

Input number of  days

Output Salary

Input pay rate

End

Start

Salary = days worked x  daily pay rate

Complete the flowchart by placing each instruction at the 

correct position



Quick Test 6 - Answer
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Input number of  days

Output Salary

Input pay rate

End

Start

Salary = 

days worked x  daily pay rate



Homework 1

1. Draw a flowchart that will

▪ Input the radius of  a circle

▪ Calculate the area of  the circle

▪ Calculate the circumference of  the circle

▪ Output the area of  the circle

▪ Output the circumference of  the circle

o Remember 

• Area of circle = PI x radius x radius 

• Circumference of  circle = 2x PI x radius

• (take PI as 3.14 in your calculations)
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Homework 2

2. Draw a flowchart that will

▪ Ask for the Unit Price of  a product

▪ Ask for the Quantity of  product bought

▪ Calculate the Price = Unit Price x Quantity

▪ Calculate Tax = 15% of  Price

▪ Calculate Amount Payable = Price + Tax

▪ Output the Price, Tax and Amount Payable

o Remember :  15% = 15/100 = 0.15
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